The Lauffer Service Portfolio:

- Start-up and Installation of your Lauffer system
- Regular maintenance and calibration
- Tele diagnostics and remote service
- Spare parts management
- Upgrades and modernization of your Lauffer or 3rd party system
  - Mechanical and hydraulic overhaul
  - PLC upgrades from S5 to S7
  - Software upgrades
- Process and application consulting
Reworks and Upgrades

WHY TO UPGRADE:

» Proclamation of service and spare parts support by major PLC producers such as Siemens (e.g. FlexOS S5).
» Increased production and cost efficiency for upgraded systems.

OUR SERVICE:

» PLC upgrades to Siemens S7 and Microsoft Windows based operating systems.
» Software upgrades of operating software all systems (Event Triggered Operating Software).
» Mechanical over howling
» Rapid spare parts supply
» Rediscover new things: reconstruction and modernization
» All around carefree package: flexible servicing solutions
» Secure competitive advantages

WIN HMI-Software

Old software controls can be replaced by current versions in all our machinery areas to ensure availability and support.

As a result, necessary diagnostics or repair operations are minimized and productivity can be increased.